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10/5/02:
Ambi at gardens plus one interview

Track:
1) ~0:30 of fountain and traffic
2) ~4:00; fountain, traffic, dog barking in BG
3) ~1:00; traffic facing MLK from up the hill
4) ~5:30 Interview w/ Kenny and Mike (residents) at gardens
5) ~0:30; traffic and walking along path
6) ~1:00 more traffic MLK, walking along path, wind, crickets
7) 0:10; fountain
8) ~1:00; fountain at Italian garden terrace, light traffic in BG
9) ~2:20: Ambi; Hebrew garden—crickets, light traffic BG, acorns falling, birds

SEE KALNOKY & KOZMON INTERVIEWS
10/16/02
Ambi at Euclid Square Mall (home of Hungarian Cultural Museum)

Track:
1) x
2) x
3) ~4:00 of department store: escalator thumping, rhythmic; Muzak, shoppers talking/ rifling through racks in BG
4) ~0:30 more of same, farther from escalator
5) ~1:15 same, even farther from escalator (probably best ambi)
6) ~1:20 same, facing away from escalator, more shoppers and kids, muzak louder
7) ~1:50 same
8) x
9) x
10) x
11) ~3:30 ambi from inside mall main corridor; reverby muzak, beeping, some kids in BG briefly